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GET A TASTE OF THE OUTBACK WITH RAC & THE GYPSIES!
Want to experience the outback but reluctant to go it alone? Then join Global Gypsies &
RAC on an escorted and catered mini-outback adventure along WA’s historic Holland Track.
On this exciting ‘tag-along-tour’, you’ll drive your own or a hired 4WD and travel in a small
convoy - independent but not alone! The self-drive adventure with a difference will be led by
one of WA’s best tour guides, Jeremy Perks, with 1000-star catering provided by
experienced Safari Hostess and camp oven guru, Jo Clews.
The itinerary is designed for novice four-wheel-drivers keen for a taste of the outback who
want to give their 4WD a run, learn some fascinating aspects of WA’s heritage, improve their
4WD skills under expert supervision, meet like-minded travellers and 'test drive' the tag-along
concept.
The 500-km route from Hyden to Coolgardie will traverse much of the original track cut
through virgin bush in southeastern WA over a century ago by sandalwooder and bushman
John Holland. The track was developed in 1893 as a result of the discovery of gold in WA. In
those days, prospectors seeking their fortune would arrive in Albany by ship then make their
way to the goldfields on foot. Today the track has become a favourite of four-wheel-drivers
and nature lovers.
Included in the package will be narrative about the history of the track, 4WD tuition, guided
bush walks, night sky viewings, free bush-skills seminar, dining under the stars, campfire
cooking demos and an inspiring visit to the grave of John Holland’s young wife - the first
European woman to travel the track.
Participants need no previous 4WD experience but do require a robust 4WD, two-way radio
(or hire one from the gypsies) and tent or sturdy off-road camper trailer.
Dates are November 17 – 21 and convoy numbers are strictly limited. The price is $852 per
person – just $750 for RAC Members - save over $100! Some limited seating is available for
passengers in the escort vehicle $1000 (RAC members $900 - includes transport, food and
camping gear).
For more information or bookings contact Global Gypsies on 9341 6727
admin@globalgypsies.com.au
www.globalgypsies.com.au
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